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What is it (not)?

R19/20 is:

- **NOT** for next round of skimming:
  - "R18c”, i.e., little changes vs. R18b
  - "deadline" for skims Nov. 1st
  - start Jan. 1st

- for spring 2006 skimming. After Jan1st-skimming (R18c) the next skimming will be "from scratch", i.e. "R20a"

- non-hack-solution to tracking efficiency problem

- reconstruction release for Run 6

- using ROOT for CondDB access

- NOT Objy completely removed (more like R22)

more info see meeting agenda: tinyurl.com/7ofqp
Plan (from Colab Meeting) to provide usable version asap:

- current status .... maybe not 100% final calibration → \( \theta \)-problem
- option R19.0.1 (maybe + tags)
- option R18.0.4d + tags
- at least run 4

⇒ early next week
David Lang: "Rolling Bhabhas is an R20 issue."

...